CSI Building Knowledge,
Improving Project Delivery

DECEMBER MEETING
Holiday Party - December 11, 2014
We’re going to ZooLights! Join us for an evening of
fun and friendship at the Phoenix Zoo. This will be
a relaxing evening with the chance to get to know
your fellow CSI members in a new atmosphere.
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Time
5:30 pm

Pick up your tickets at the CSI registration
table outside the Zoo’s entry
6:00 pm Dinner and dessert
8:00 pm Wander the Zoo at your leisure
10:30 pm Zoo closes
Location
Podd Ramada near Lemur Island, east side of the lake at the Phoenix Zoo.
Dress Code
Warm clothes and comfortable walking shoes. Hats, gloves, scarves? Check the
weather reports! We will be in an open ramada and walking through the zoo.
Reservations
Please make your reservations as early as possible. Absolute deadline is noon on
December 5th. No late reservations.
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Cost
$0 for CSI members

$50 for guests (includes $20 Zoolights ticket)

A BBQ dinner (chicken and beef) will be served. Dessert will be served with coffee
and hot chocolate. Each person will receive 2 drink tickets for beer, wine or
cocktails. There will also be a cash bar. Soft drinks, water and tea are unlimited.

CDT Flyer . . . . . . . . . . . . 13-14
The Reference Library . . 15-17
Key Contacts . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

(Contact Louise at 602.258.7499 for special meal requests.)

CSI Holiday Gift – Kirstin Norton, daughter of our member Jay Norton, is a 1st
and 2nd Grade teacher at Children’s First Academy in Tempe. (Formerly the TJ
Pappas School.) This year our chapter would like to support Kirstin Norton’s class.
The children attending this school don’t have all the advantages of many other
students. We would like to take cash or check donations (at the door) to help
Kirsten buy classroom items for these students to enhance their learning. Please
visit www.cfatempe.org to learn more about this school.
Drink Sponsors – Would your company like to sponsor drinks for the party? $100
sponsorship gets you signage on the bar, recognition at the party and recognition
in the January newsletter. Contact Louise Rehse to become a sponsor.
Reservations can be made by online at:
http://tinyurl.com/CSIPhoenixDecember
- ORLouise Rehse at 602-258-7499 or Louise@TheReferenceLibrary.com

www.CSIPhoenix.org

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: T.J. Valdez, CSI , The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.

No asking for volunteers. No bragging about the very cool programs we’ve put on this year (There are other
articles in this newsletter that will do that). No long winded letter about how our chapter’s fiscal year runs JulyJune which means this isn’t the end of our year, it’s just the middle (which is what I almost wrote).
In the spirit of the November/December holiday season, I’ll simply leave you with a couple of very cool images
and a little bit of thanksgiving. The pictures below are from the Montano Pump Station in Albuquerque, a project
my firm worked on about ten years ago. I was in the area in early November and decided to take a couple of
pictures. The water you see is the Rio Grande.

Professionally, I’m thankful that I’m able to work with
people willing to take something as simple as a
pump house and turn it into something as attractive
as this (and use our materials to do it!). Personally, I
love being outdoors, and I’m thankful to be able to
come back to places like this and be treated to this
view during my run.

Happy holidays, everyone. Don’t forget
to take a minute and give thanks for
all that is going well.

SHADE VOLUNTEER DAY SUMMATION
By: T.J. Valdez, CSI , The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.

Our Professional Development Committee found a great
volunteer opportunity for our chapter! On November 1st we
participated in PHX Renews’ 2nd Anniversary Celebration,
an event designed to upgrade the landscaping around the
SHADE exhibition house on Indian School and Central.
Richard Vullo, Ed Galindo, and T.J. Valdez (pictured, L to
R) swung pick axes, shoveled dirt, and planted desert
vegetation, including 11 cacti, helping to beautify this
currently “vacant” lot. Although undeveloped, this lot is
anything but vacant! PHX Renews has turned it into a
community garden as well as a temporary home for ASU’s
SHADE house. The SHADE house was designed and built
by a team of ASU and UNM students as part of the Solar
Decathlon competition.

COPPER IN ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
OCTOBER MEMBERSHIP MEETING
By: Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, MPI ACT, MPI ACS, Affiliate Member AIA Arizona , Dunn Edwards Paints

H. Wayne Seale, AIA, NCARB presented the use of copper in
architectural applications.
He spoke about copper as it is used in building construction with
a focus on exterior architectural applications including the physical
properties of copper, basic design concepts, copper alloy applications,
energy efficiency and the newest application for healthcare and beyond,
antimicrobial copper touch surfaces. His program illustrated the topics by
showing old and new built projects typically located in the US.
Learning Objectives for the Presentation
 Understand the basic concepts of architectural copper design and how to
specify copper.
 Understand and list many of the uses of copper in the built environment.
 Understand copper alloys and how they are used in the
built environment.
 Understand the basics of antimicrobial copper, the science
behind it and how it benefits mankind.
For those who weren’t able to attend and for those who did
and want to know more about Mr. Seale, he was a Project
Manager for the Copper Development Association (CDA)
specializing in architectural and plumbing applications. He is an architect registered in
New York State and holds a Master of Architecture degree from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute & State University along with a BA in Business Management from Minot State
University.
Mr. Seale was employed by CDA for over 16
years where he served as a technical resource in the application of
copper and copper alloys on and in buildings. He retired from CDA in
January 2014. While at CDA he taught architects how to design, detail
and specify copper systems and contractors how to install copper in
architectural and plumbing applications. The teaching occurred through
various means including lectures, telephone design assistance and face
to face installation training programs.

Prior to CDA, Mr. Seale functioned as
Director, New Business Development
and Director, Marketing for The
Construction Specifications Institute
(CSI) in Alexandria Virginia and prior
to CSI, he practiced architecture in
various locations throughout the US
designing, producing and managing
projects ranging from residential to
commercial to healthcare facilities.
Mr. Seale now functions as a consultant
to the building industry and is currently
conducting seminars for the Copper
Development Association.

CONTINUOUS INSULATION
NOVEMBER MEMBERSHIP MEETING CODE COMPLIANCE
AND THE NFPA 285 IN COMMERICAL WALL ASSEMBLIES
By: Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, MPI ACT, MPI ACS, Affiliate Member AIA Arizona , Dunn Edwards Paints

Jeffery J. Beckstead, Hunter Panels Xci, Regional Sales Manager-Western
U.S. was the presenter. Over the past 5 years, changes in wall assemblies
have changed the way we specify and relate to construction documents and
the building industry.
Learning objectives covered were:
1. What is the NFPA 285 Fire Test and why is it so
important?
 Pass/Fail Fire Performance Test
 Component Driven Test
 Code Compliance and the NFPA 285
2. What are common concerns encountered with NFPA 285 assembly design and
installation?
 Improper Combination of Materials
 NFPA 285 and other Types of CI, Compatibility, No Compatibility
 Window and Door Details
 Cladding Transitions
3. What are the different types of CI Options that offer NFPA 285 compliance?
 EIFS, Board Insulation (Polyiso, EPS, XPS, Mineral Wool) Insulated
Cladding, Spray Insulation, Pre-insulated Concrete
4. What are the advantages and challenges of CI Board Products in NFPA
285 assemblies?
 Maximize Space/R value
 Airflow
 Moisture
 Attachment Methods
 WRB Drainage Plane Placement

Thank you Dunn Edwards for supporting the chapter with a banner ad in the email!

AN EVENING WITH PAUL SIMONSEN
By: Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, Phoenix Chapter Media Communications Chairman

“An Evening with Paul Simonsen” was held at the Hotel Palomar in Downtown
Phoenix near CityScape on Saturday, October 25th.
It was a wonderful time to celebrate and honor Paul’s significant contributions to the
Phoenix Chapter, the Southwest Region, and the Institute.
Distinguished Membership, along with Honorary Membership for non-CSI members,
according to the CSI Honors and Awards Guide, are “considered to be the most
prestigious honors of the Institute.” Since the first time it was conferred on a member
in 1954, there have only been 44 members to be honored with that distinction…until
now. At Construct 2014 in Baltimore, the Institute added two new members to that
list and one of those is our own Phoenix Chapter member, Paul W. Simonsen, FCSI
Distinguished Member, CCS, CCCA, NCARB, LEED AP.
Paul was nominated by the Phoenix Chapter and the Institute Board during its June Board meeting voted to
award Distinguished Membership.

Paul’s 35 years as a CSI member includes 56 awards at the chapter, region, and Institute levels; developing
CSI’s Certified Construction Contract Administrator (CCCA) program; teaching numerous seminars for the
CDT, CCCA, and CCS examinations; teaching sessions at the CSI Academies; writing the Construction
Contract Administration Practice Guide as the primary author; and, co-authoring portions of the former CSI
Manual of Practice and other Practice Guides.
The award was presented to Paul by Immediate Past
President, Casey Robb, at the Opening General
Session at Construct. The award consists of a gold
medal with green and white striped ribbon, a crystal,
framed citation, and a silver lapel pin.

Be sure to congratulate Paul when you see him.

THE PAIN IN PAINTING DRYWALL
THE ASTM LEVEL 5 FINISH
From The Master Painters Institute. Based on the experience of Paint Quality Assurance inspector Dave Lick
Submitted by: Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, MPI ACT, MPI ACS, Affiliate Member AIA Arizona , Dunn Edwards Paints

Question: can an ASTM Level 5 Drywall Finish produce a satisfactory
painted finish in critical lighting areas and/or when using higher sheen
paints?
Answer: It depends on a variety of factors — including whether or not
you ask a painter or a drywall finisher.
Here’s a history lesson: not so very long ago, walls finished with an
ASTM Level 4 Drywall Finish could be finished with one coat of latex
sealer followed by a very different intermediate than we commonly
use today; namely, an enamel (alkyd) undercoat such as the products
approved under MPI #46.
This enamel undercoat was thick enough to mask fine surface irregularities and fill the paper texture. It was
inexpensive and offered the additional benefit of being sandable, versus the latex intermediates we use today
that don’t buff down like an alkyd can.
That enamel undercoat could then be topcoated with an eggshell or semigloss alkyd, especially on walls subject
to abrasion, marking, or wet areas (bathrooms, showers, janitor closets) — and there was no discussion of
texture imperfections telegraphing through the surface.
Flash forward to today: alkyd undercoat enamels are, in our experience, virtually never specified for new
construction products, and a sandable, inexpensive, VOC-compliant replacement does not appear to exist.
And regulations have moved the industry to virtually eliminate alkyds for interior walls, replacing them with
multiple coats of latex at a higher cost and lower volume solids, which means less material is deposited to
smooth out the surface.
The ASTM Level 5 Drywall Finish
So now, we specify a Level 5 Drywall Finish to guarantee an acceptable
surface in areas of critical lighting or where a glossier finish is required.
And although Level 5 consistently provides better results than Level 4,
unfortunately it’s no guarantee of a perfect finish.
Here’s the defining clause in a Level 5 Drywall Finish as described in
ASTM C840’s Standard Specification for Application and Finishing of
Gypsum Board: “A thin skim coat of joint compound shall be trowel-applied
to the entire surface. Excess compound is immediately sheared off, leaving
a film of skim coating compound completely covering the paper. As an
alternate to a skim coat, a material manufactured especially for this
purpose shall be applied.”
So yes, a properly-executed Level 5 finish will eradicate the drywall paper texture — but there’s a popular
misconception that it can also repair ‘proud’ or ‘poor’ seams, humps and bumps, or other defects. Contrary to
popular thinking, it cannot. Level 5 can’t level the surface of the wall or eliminate many of the defects that plainly
show in critical lighting areas, or where higher gloss finishes are used.
In fact, the often-cited Gypsum Association’s GA-214-10e Recommended Levels of Gypsum Board Finish says
that “the Level 5 finish is highly recommended where paint is specified or where severe lighting conditions
occur” and that it’s the most effective method to minimize visible defects — but the guide also warns that “a skim
coat will not approximate a plastered surface. Once the skim coat dries, the gypsum board paper may show
through and the treated joints, filled voids, and spotted fastener heads will likely be visible.”

So essentially, the Level 5 drywall finisher is telling the painter “the paper texture may be eliminated but other
abnormalities or variations [which we in the painting industry would call ‘defects’] may still be present."
Issues with Skim Coating
The overall quality of the skim coat plays a substantial role. First, no specific mil thickness is specified in the
standard. GA-214-10e points out “a skim coat is essentially a ‘film’ of joint compound and is not a readily
measurable thickness. There is no specific mil thickness that constitutes a proper skim coat.”
The quality of the skim coat may also depend on how it was applied. Even though the ASTM standard says
“trowel applied,” GA-21-4-10e cautions that “a skim coat is described as trowel-applied with the intent that the
consistency (viscosity) of the joint compound be such that it can be applied by a trowel. Other tools may be used
for application so long as the trowel consistence is achieved.”
And in fact, with the joint compound skim coat materials currently on the market, there are three ways to apply
them:
1. Troweled on: this is the slowest and most labor-intensive method, but it effectively accomplishes what
a Level 5 should do. The trowel allows a skilled applicator to create a level surface by applying an
appropriate amount of material to the paper areas only, since adding more material on top of the seams
or repaired areas is likely to create humps.
2. Roller application: drywall surfacing compounds are also available for roller application; however, most
drywall finishers do not have the roller skills and experience that painters typically possess, so all the
flaws common to roller application may prevail, including skipping, roller tracking, and an uneven
surface. Also, application with rollers tends to cover the seams as well as the paper, which contributes
to a more uneven appearance.
3. Spray application: some drywall surfacing compounds are now available for airless spray application.
This can be a very efficient — a big airless sprayer can cover a large area fairly quickly — however,
there are substantial drawbacks. Adhesion may be compromised; it’s not unusual for these compounds
to readily come off when you try to sand them. Air entrapment can also be a problem, as can heavy
buildup in some places and not enough in others, “fingering,” and other flaws typical of unskilled airless
spray work.

When using roller- and spray-applied surfacing compounds, we also see issues with sanding: the material is
very dry and powdery, and after sanding, the paper texture often shows through, which essentially eliminates
the value created by applying the skim coat in the first place.
With these issues in mind, thankfully a lot of drywall finishers won’t accept roller or spray application for
skim-coating drywall surfaces.
Level 5 versus Level 4
So what’s the solution? If we can’t have our old sandable undercoat
enamel back with an acceptable VOC (and at a comparable price), and
considering the surface irregularities that may still be present with Level 5
finishing, the intrepid inspector has found that for critical lighting areas
and/or where a higher-sheen finish is required, requiring a Level 5 Drywall
Finish may not be the most cost-effective solution after all – and in our
experience, it’s rarely specified anyway.
Instead, comparable results may be achieved over a Level 4 drywall finish
by finishing the surface with drywall primer plus three coats of latex
instead of the customary two. Adding the third coat of finish puts another 1.5 – 2 mils DFT of paint on the
surface and can make the difference between “unacceptable” and “acceptable.” You’ll see this yourself in
repainting operations: a surface that was initially painted with a primer plus two coats that looked “okay” but not
great will often look a whole lot better after its first repaint, when an additional two coats are applied.

HELP WANTED
TechLite is seeking a Sales Engineering for their Tempe location.
Click here for additional details and how to apply.

ARIZONA BUILDING OFFICIALS - CODE CHANGE MEETINGS
The meeting is conducted by the Arizona Building Officials (AZBO). The committee’s task over the next few
months is to review the 2015 “I” Codes to propose to the organization any probable code sections that may
warrant change due to clarity and/or stay in compliance with State Statues. Code changes based on clarity or
errors will be submitted and presented at the national level in January 2015.
The meetings are free and lunch is provided by Stantec, however, the meetings are limited to 20 people.
Any questions and RSVPs can be directed to Bert Stone at (602) 707-4603 or Bert.Stone@Stantec.com
Dates
Dec 18th

Time
11:00 am to 2:00 pm

Location
Stantec
8211 South 48th Street, Room 100
Phoenix AZ 85044-5355

Cost
No Cost
Lunch will be provided by Stantec.

UPCOMING EDUCATION EVENTS
January 23rd— Facility Tour
March 19th and 20th—CCCA Prep
April 10th— Let’s Get Dirty at Sherwin Williams

CONTACT:
TIM GARVER
tim.garver@dunnedwards.com

AIA ARIZONA DECEMBER CALENDAR
December 3rd — Communications Committee
December 4th — SAC Design Awards & Holiday Party
December 5th — Board of Directors Meeting
December 11th — Phoenix Metro Board of Directors
December 24th — Advocacy Committee

www.AIA-Arizona.org

IN MEMORIAN JOSEPH D. ROTHMAN, AIA, CSI
On Saturday, November 15, 2014, Joseph D.
Rothman, AIA, CSI Las Vegas Chapter, passed
away suddenly. He was 67 years old. A devoted
family man, he leaves behind his wife of 44 years,
Linda, and 3 grown children; Daniel, Sarah and
Rachel.
A graduate of the University of California, Berkeley,
Joe's career started in Los Angeles with Abraham
Shapiro & Associates, through Martin Stern, Jr. AIA
& Associates and Richard Meier. Immediately prior
to joining BWA, Joe was involved at The Getty
Center CHAH Building in Los Angeles, CA. For the
past 18 years, he has been a Partner and Vice
President of Bergman, Walls & Associates in Las
Vegas. Joe served as Principal-In-Charge for
many of BWA's major hospitality projects.

December 11th

Click on graphic to Register NOW!

SHELDON WOLFE
Celebrate the Fellows
Conventions are like state or county fairs: it seems they're the same year after
year, and yet, if you compare this year's to the one a few years ago, there will be
small differences. But sometimes, significant changes take place between one
fair and the next.
Until this year, the social highlight of the annual convention was the President's
Gala. A black tie dinner, with all that entails - including formal dresses and
tuxedos - along with meeting the new president and witnessing the investiture of
Fellows, was the grand finale. This year we tried something different. The events
of the Gala were separated, some being added to other events, some becoming
new events. Instead of being among the last events, the investiture of Fellows
was moved to Tuesday evening, and the introduction of Distinguished Members
was moved to the opening general session Wednesday morning.
When the new format was presented to the College of Fellows board of directors last January, it sounded good.
We knew a lot of members saw the Gala as the high point of the convention, but the cost made it difficult for
many members to attend this great event. This year, part of the plan was to make the presentations of various
awards more visible and more accessible to more members. The investiture of Fellows would be open to all, at
no charge; the Celebration of Fellows, a social event following the investiture, would cost only $35; and many
awards would be presented at the annual meeting.
As the months went by, I began to have some reservations. The convention schedule, which is so tight it always
irritates someone, put the investiture up against the welcome reception, and I feared it would be hard to pry
people away from the party. The location of the Celebration presented two potential problems: attendees had
to submit their names ahead of time for a background check, and it was in a different building.
As it turned out, the new format was a great success. The scheduling of the investiture and the introduction of
Distinguished Members made those events more accessible and more affordable than before. Even though the
investiture began before the welcome reception was over, registered attendance was 227, and more than that
attended. Attendance at the annual meeting was 291, and I suspect there were three hundred or more people at
the opening session. Not only was the attendance good, but making these two of the first events gave members
the rest of the week to congratulate the honorees.
The weather was good, so the short walk from the welcome reception to the Celebration of Fellows, at the top of
the Baltimore World Trade Center, presented no problem. The walk itself became an event due to the surprise
appearance of a piper who led the procession from the investiture to the Celebration of Fellows. The piper was
Mike Young, former president of the Denver Chapter and part of the group that assembled Ann Baker's
Fellowship submittal. On his own, he decided the new Fellows should be piped in, and he made it happen. I was
reminded of the Minneapolis-St. Paul Chapter's award night the year I was chapter president. I've always loved
bagpipes, and our chapter awards committee arranged for one to lead us from the lobby to the theater. I'd like to
see a piper as part of every Celebration!
Another break from tradition occurred during the investiture. In the past, endorsement letters remained
confidential, so most Fellows did not know who wrote letters or what they said. This year, some of those who
wrote letters were asked to say a few words about the Fellows they endorsed, making the investiture much
more personal.
Thanks to the Institute board members and staff who proposed the new format (and
invited the Blue Angels), the formal social activities were a great success. Attendance at
the Celebration was 173 this year, and I'm sure that elimination of the security check will
increase attendance in the future. I'll look for you there next year in St. Louis!
Sheldon Wolfe, FCSI
Chancellor, CSI College of Fellows

Invasion of the Fellows!

Four Jolly Good Fellows!

View From the
Top of the Word!

2014 Jury of Fellows

Construction Documents Technology Seminar:

Understanding Construction
Contract Documents
A 3-day seminar for design and
construction professionals
seeking knowledge in the
relationship between and
application of construction
contract documents
 AND 
For candidates of CSI’s
Construction Documents
Technologist (CDT) certificate
examination

Sponsored by the
Construction Specifications Institute
Phoenix Chapter
Where:

The Reference Library
(see map on reverse side)

Dates:

March 19th through 21st, 2015

Times:

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Lunch provided)
Registration at 7:30 a.m. on March 19th

Cost:

CSI Members/Nonmembers
Students (12+ credit hours)

$275.00
$85.00

Program Overview
This course is designed for entry level and experienced readers and writers of written Construction
Contract Documents. Each session is intended to be 8 hours in duration. The fundamental
information is intended for readers and writers of construction documents and presents an
understanding of how the documents are organized and specific procedures for following certain
requirements.
This course is also beneficial to candidates taking the CSI Construction Documents Technologist
(CDT) exam. Registration for the exam is independent of this seminar. The cost defined above is for
this seminar only and does not include any fees for the certification exams, or for the CSI Project
Delivery Practice Guide (PDPG), which serves as source material for the exam.
INFORMATION FOR INTERN ARCHITECTS!
Intern architects who take and pass the CDT exam can earn 40 supplementary education
hours towards their NCARB Certification.
The course content will also prepare intern architects for the Construction Documents and
Services Division of the Architectural Registration Examination (ARE®).

Program Content
Fundamentals – Concepts applicable to the basic understanding of the construction document process
Planning & Pre-Design – Activities and documents related to project conception and project delivery
Design - Activities and documents related to converting an owner's program into written and graphic documents
Procurement – Process of bidding, negotiating, and contracting to purchase the work
Construction – Activities and procedures related to the administration of the contract
Post-Construction – Activities and documents related to transition from construction to ongoing facility management

Registration Form
Name: ___________________________________ Occupation:
Company: ___________________________________________________ Work Phone:
Address: _________________________________ City: _____________________ ZIP:
E-mail address: ______________________________________________ CSI Member No.:
Registration:

 CSI member - $275

 Non-member - $275

 Student - $85

(SEATING IS LIMITED)
This seminar will be based on, and supported by, the CSI Project Delivery Practice Guide (PDPG) and AIA General
Conditions. Although study materials will be handed out in the seminar, it is highly recommended that you purchase a copy
of the PDPG if you plan on taking the CDT Examination. It is the essential study guide for the CDT exam and a valuable
office resource. AIA Document A201 General Conditions will be a part of the handout materials. Information on purchasing
the PDPG is available on the CSI web site at www.csinet.org and within the CSI catalog.

Two Options for Payment
1) Send Registration and Checks to:

2) Pay Online at CSI Phoenix Online Payment website:
Enter “CDT Spring 2015 Seminar” in Payment
Description field.
Email application to jill@thereferencelibrary.com,
fax to (602) 297-6613, or mail to address at left.

CSI Construction Documents Seminar
℅ The Reference Library
99 E. Virginia Ave., #140
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(Make checks payable to “CSI Phoenix”)

For Additional Information, Contact Jill Anderson at
jill@thereferencelibrary.com or 602-258-7499

The Reference Library
99 E. Virginia Ave., #140
Phoenix, Arizona 85004

E. Thomas Rd

N. Central Ave.

N. 7th St.

E. Virginia Ave.

N. 3rd St.

W. Virginia Ave.

N. 3rd Ave..

N. 7th Ave.

W. Thomas Rd

North
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DECEMBER 03
Quest Construction Products StreetBond & StreetPrint/DAS
Products, Dave Spice, 480-894-9858

DECEMBER 10
Cactus Stone and Tile presenting Florim USA, Mike Lopez,
480-309-7200

1 AIA LU with HSW and I GBCI

1 AIA with HSW, 1 GBCI

“Porcelain Tile: Beyond Recycled Content”

Sustainable streets and creating better opportunities for pedestrian traffic
is the focus of this course. All design professionals and everyone
interested in living and working in healthier, community-centric
neighborhoods will benefit from participation in this course. We will
discuss: recyclability, carbon footprint and heat island effect.

Porcelain tile containing recycled content provides residential and
commercial building projects with a durable, easy to maintain finish
material for interior or exterior floors, walls and other surfaces. This
course highlights the eco-friendly production practices of porcelain tile
and details its contributions to the design and performance of a building.

DECEMBER 17
SAGE, Terry Vaughan, Vaughan Architectural Products, 602-4189704
1 AIA LU with HSW
“Daylighting with Electrochromics – Increasing Window to Wall
Ratio without Energy Penalty”
-Summarize the role of daylighting, and describe its challenges for use in
sustainable design
-Describe active and passive dynamic glazing systems
-Compare and contrast dynamic window options to electrochromic
window systems with respect to energy management
-Recall the process by which the electrochromic coating darkens or tints
-List the four components that make up an electrochromic control system

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
O 12/03 DAS Products-Quest
o Call and remind me at
O 12/10 Cactus Stone & Tile
o Call and remind me at
O 12/17 SAGE
o Call and remind me at

Phoenix

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com

1
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.
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DECEMBER 18
Tom Duffy – Mike Garvin, 480-322-5182
“Architectural Ground & Polished Concrete”
1 AIA LU
This presentation will allow you to understand the definition
of ground and polished concrete and the type of equipment
required for these projects. You will understand basic
diamond tooling and how to specify ground and polished
concrete. We will discuss densifying chemicals and stain
protection along with the coloring systems and basic mix
design requirements. Finally, we will discuss the
sustainable contributions for ground and polished concrete.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o
o

12/18 Tom Duffy

o
o

Tempe

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

2
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.

December 2014

December 11, Kohler, at the Ferguson Showroom, Michelle Fray, 480-287-2554
FIELD TRIP TO FERGUSON’S SHOWROOM AT 8340 E Raintree Dr, Bldg. A-1, Scottsdale, AZ 85260
1 AIA LU with HSW, 0.1 IDCEC, GBCI, NKBA and NARI self-report
“Sustainable Kitchen & Bath Design”
We’re all connected. Healthier homes mean healthier people, communities and planet. In this course, you will learn
how to design healthy and sustainable baths & kitchens, select sustainable residential products, be able to integrate
water conservation plumbing products for LEED credits into residential designs and communicate to clients the
importance of sustainable buildings. This course was developed for all designers and architects; specifically for those
who specify plumbing products

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o

12/11

Kohler

o

Scottsdale

Call and remind me at

NAME(S)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com

3
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.

OFFICERS 2014-2015
President
T.J. Valdez
The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.
480-226-5809
TJV@Twenty1Tec.com

Secretary
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

President Elect
Eduardo Galindo
Ed Galindo Architect
480-751-8780
GalindoEd@outlook.com

Treasurer
Teri Hand
Tnemec/Southwest Coating Consultants
602-418-1268
THand@Tnemec.com

1st Vice President
Bobbi Jo Huskey
480-421-8186
BobbiJoHuskey@msn.com

Director (through 2015)
Jim Daniels
ATAS International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Gary Campbell
ASSA ABLOY .
480-688-7919
GCampbell@assaabloydss.com

Director (through 2016)
Kelly Gray
DLR Group
602-381-.8580
KGray@DLRGroup.com

Dennis Keane
Stego Industries
480-459-5749
DennisKeane@StegoIndustries.com

2nd Vice President
John Campbell
Marlene Imirzian & Associates Architects
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Past President
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-707-4799
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2014-2015
Certification
John Campbell
Marlene Imirzian & Associates Arch.
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Awards
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

Media Communications
Tim Garver
Dunn-Edwards
602-714-7280
Tim.Garver@DunnEdwards.com

Professional Development
Richard Vullo
Hafele America
800-423-3531 ext. 5310
RVullo@hafeleamericas.com

Programs
Jeff Cox
HKS, Inc.
480-688-7919
JCox@HKSInc.com

Fundraising
Jeremy Gustafson
Arcadia Inc.
602-734-5330
JGustafson@ArcadiaInc.com

Technical
Jim Daniels
ATAS International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Kenn Lockhart Scholarship
Foundation
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-707-4799
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

Membership
Merrilou Peek
PPG Architectural Coatings
602-377-4002
Merrilou.peek@PPGcom

Academic Programs
Vacant

